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 00k nome kitahara sblood d de 1 05 12 99 Hi there!Ive currently sitting on a actual inuyasha dvd box and its a series complete
box i am re-encapsulating and refitting. I am looking for a complete inuyasha box. Its missing the top compartment and it does
have a slight tear in the top and in one of the corners on one side. No roughages please.Willing to sell complete boxed in good
shape for $150. I also have other series that im looking for so will trade in for another series. PM me if interested. I have a set

of 20 of the inuyasha collection for sale, all are in excellent condition (approx. 50%). **edit** Whoops, I just realized the
collector coin was already sold. Just the Inuyasha box that i have is, not complete. It has the top cover missing and some

cracking on the cover but other than that its in great shape. Pretty sure i have a couple more sets of the series but this was the
one i had at the moment. I've been to the Japanese forum and found out that i can get one box for $150. I've got 20 of the series,

So would anyone like a complete set of the series at $20 a piece or will those even work for you guys? Price has gone up a lot
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since i purchased. If you want the complete set get the INuyasha series box, a collector coin and a crystal ball, that will be $150
shipped (minus shipping costs) The real INuyasha box is the only one i have that is complete 82157476af
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